Coastal hazards mapping: which obstacles prevent the stakeholders from reaching a consensus?
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Abstract. The development of risks prevention plans frequently causes lively debates between state services (which conduct risks prevention plans and prior hazards studies) and relevant territorial authorities. The development of coastal risks prevention plans, identified as priorities after Xynthia storm in 2010, also faced hard difficulties. Debates mostly concerned coastal hazards mapping process, realized before the plans which strongly depend of them. A questionnaire survey of state services focuses on around sixty coastal hazards studies, concerning coastal flooding, coastline recession and sand dunes migration. The results define territories characteristics (current issues in territory and future territorial development), technical studies characteristics, project management and dialogue process between stakeholders. Chi-square tests of independence highlight major causes to encountered difficulties during dialogue process about coastal hazards mapping process. Current issues in territory don’t generate difficulties. However, territories with a high development and where prevention plans could bring constraints are places of conflicts about coastal hazards maps. Encountered difficulties during hazards mapping participatory process is also correlated to the complexity level of studies.

1 Introduction

Major coastal floods in Pays de la Loire and Poitou-Charente regions during Xynthia storm on the 28th of February 2010 induced a serious awareness of accumulated delay in coastal risks prevention policy. The regulatory tools of natural risks prevention policy were available, particularly with the central tool of risks prevention plan (PPR). But the numerical targets of plans gave priority to areas concerned by floods from overflowing rivers to the detriment of areas concerned by coastal hazards (coastal flooding, coastline recession and sand dunes migration) [1-4]. After Xynthia storm, 303 municipalities were identified to realise coastal risks prevention plans: given the priority to coastal areas. However, since 2011, prevention plans development on French territory has brought to light many local conflicts, revealing difficulties in dialogue process, but possibly intensified by a simultaneous realisation (61 coastal PPR were in progress in 2012). These strong debates mainly concern the study of natural phenomena which is the first stage to elaborate these documents. The PPR development and the coastal hazards mapping process, whatever the hazard was, has always been a source of lively discussions between the French State, which conducts the PPR, and the territorial authorities, associated to the preparation of the document. The reasons cited to explain this observation are various : « impossible territorialization » [5] due to the complexity to locally translate some principles of a single field in integrated solutions adapted to a territory, unsuitable participatory process2 …

This article analyses the modalities of coastal hazards mapping process in these primary coastal PPR, at the end of their preparation. The current reflections are based on an exhaustive qualitative and quantitative survey, on a bibliographical study and on a 10 years professional practice in the coastal risks prevention policy. The objectives are to identify the encountered local difficulties level, to analyse its causes and to evaluate if there is a coastal specificity. The results emphasize sources of blockages, but also levers, which might facilitate to reach a desired consensus, but rarely achieved.

2 The way in which the dialogue process should be conducted has been an object of many reflections, when risks exposure plans (PER) became risks prevention plans (PPR) or during the reflections in the middle of the 2000 conducting to several methodological tools and to the ministerial circular of the 3rd of July 2007 relative to the consultation of the stakeholders, the dialogue process with the population and the territorial authorities during the development of the natural risks prevention plans.
2 Hazards maps produced in the hard context of PPR

The hazards map represents the physical consequences of natural phenomena. Its analyse is mainly based on physical scientific disciplines. Mapping process a priori establishes a restricted discussion space centring on the performed studies understanding.

This hazards map, crossed with the territory issues map, is used to elaborate the regulatory zoning, which specifies areas which are not buildable and areas where new buildings are subject to prescriptions. The issue is not insignificant for the life of a territory. The cross principles between hazards and issues afford a very limited flexibility on the zoning process. Debates focus on upstream stages, mainly on the natural hazards characterisation [6-7]. Thus, the causes of the encountered difficulties during the hazards mapping process are similar to the causes of the encountered difficulties during the zoning process.

The shifted attention to the hazards maps, because of the regulatory issues, focuses on two aspects: the imprecise data, the limits of knowledge, used to weaken the zoning, and the conventional character of some technical hypothesis, highlighting a « reference » hazard which may be discussed. However this last aspect is the less debatable [6-9].

The reasons of the difficulties during prevention plans development and natural hazards mapping process are well known and described in the French bibliography.

The most commonly cited reason to explain these difficulties is the block or the limitation of urban and economic development. This situation may be experienced if the territory suffers of a high land-pressure, if the territory development is already restrained and if the reserves of buildable lands, outside the areas subject to hazards, are limited. The risks prevention plan is often seen only as a constraint, without any positive aspect, altering expected land-use planning, without providing any solutions. This is directly linked to the legal status of the document, which is not a planning document, and has as unique objective natural risks prevention.

Property depreciation (of building land and frame concerned by the zoning) and consequent individual losses, because of the principle that there is no compensation for public utility easements, make these measures unpopular. They are less accepted when they lead to major gaps, temporal gap (no compensation) or geographical gap. The geographical gap is linked to the line position, stressing a border which often doesn’t correspond to a physical discontinuity, and linked to the line « thickness » [33] related to the working scale, sometimes inadequate compared to the territorial issues.

The encountered difficulties during the prevention plan development may also be linked to a principled position of the territorial authorities which challenge State legitimacy in intervening on a space managed by the local authorities, or to the history of the relationships between State and territorial authorities. A previous participation in an action to reduce risk from natural hazards facilitates plans development.

The understanding of risk concept, linked to the potential occurrence of a low probability phenomenon, may also complicate the debate [34]. Natural hazards perception, including adherence to potential occurrence of an extreme phenomenon, is strongly correlated to the knowledge of a previous hazard occurrence. Major latest event occurrence has a strong impact on this perception. On the opposite, the lack of latest event could cause reconsideration of considered phenomena likelihood. The presence of levees, which prevent from floods, limits this perception as a result of the removal of floods for the frequent hight waters.

During the technical studies to map hazards, studies complexities and uncertainties management are the two major origins of difficulties. The complexity of the studies is multiple: precision needed to study some phenomena, handbooks and ministerial circular interpretation and their territorial application, terminology, diversity of the collected data, etc. This complexity, sometimes facing a low technical capacity of the municipalities, makes the hazards mapping participatory process difficult. Chosen methodologies are sometimes discussed but uncertainties of the scientific data are mostly debated. They are more debated when precautionary principle, enshrined in Barney’s law, is applied. This principle is often locally seen as improperly used and source of disagreements.

Coastal hazards mapping process management, that is communication efforts and quality of dialogue process, also mainly impacts the difficulties level, linked to the capacity to create a « climate of confidence » [9]. Thus dialogue process seems to be a rare lever to limit difficulties encountered with stakeholders.

5 The regulatory zoning directly depends from the hazards level and the issues level (non-urbanised areas, urbanised areas, dense urban centre).
6 Yves Barel reminds how standards are complicated to apply at a territorial level [35].
7 We here define uncertainties as a lack of knowledge or insufficient knowledge to completely characterize a phenomenon. Thus we use the same terminology as Erne-Heintz [36] indicating links between risk, prevention, uncertainties and precaution. We don’t retain here by uncertainties an event occurrence probability.
3 An exhaustive survey to study difficulties in dialogue during coastal hazards studies

3.1 A questionnaire survey on coastal hazards studies

Most coastal hazards studies have been realised before coastal risks prevention plans development (PPRLs), realised under the leadership of the state services. Whereas a first temptation could have been to focus on some case studies where the level of difficulties was high, we must realise an exhaustive analysis to understand what the origins of the difficulties are.

The progress of PPRL development is followed up at a municipal scale by the Directorate-General of Risks Prevention (DGPR) of the French ministry of Ecology (MEDDE), mainly by means of GASPAR database. However, coastal hazards studies and their maps are realised at a scale with homogeneous natural phenomena. They are thus realised on several municipalities. In order to identify all studies realised on French territory before the preparation of the PPRL and to collect detailed characterisation of their development process, a three-step methodology has been conducted.

First, an inventory of the municipalities concerned by a PPRL has been established by analysing and validating GASPAR database. The downloaded data at the end of 2014 were consolidated thanks to the territorial state services in the first quarter of 2015 (figure 1).

Then, a municipalities reunification by risk basin was realised to identify 124 coastal hazards studies in France which constitute the studies sample and whose the hazards mapping process must be characterize.

Finally, an on-line questionnaire survey was performed and transmitted to all departmental directorate which conduct these studies and plans (Directions Départementales des Territoires et de la Mer DDTM and Directions de l’Environnement, de l’Aménagement et du Logement des départements d’outre-mer DEAL). The questionnaire content has been structured to collect data to check hypothesis about reasons which may impact the coastal hazards studies development and mapping process. These hypothesis come from a professional practice dedicated to reporting and technical support during coastal hazards mapping process within Cerema. The result is a situational analysis of the coastal hazards mapping process at the end of the first quarter 2015.

3.2 Chi-square independence tests methodology

The bibliographical analysis, the prior professional practise and the survey results allowed to formulate hypothesis about the reasons explaining the level of difficulties encountered by the state services during coastal hazards mapping process. Chi-square independence tests are computed between this level of difficulties and some suspected explanatory variables.

The variables, objects of cross-tabulations, come from several information sources. Some of them come from the questionnaire and others from Sea and Coastline National Observatory database. The choice of the variables is based on types of reasons impacting the level of difficulties identified by the analysis after the survey.

Chi-square independence tests are computed with R software. They determine an independence probability. Thus a 0,05 probability may be understood as 5 % chance to mistake rejecting the independence hypothesis or 95 % chance to be right accepting the dependence hypothesis. Chi-square independence tests are realised without approximation with a random draw, as a result of a low number of individuals in the sample (around forty). Thus the sample is completed on the basis of a distribution law corresponding to the sample.

In the following description of the tests results, a 0,05 probability threshold is chosen to define a high dependence probability (currently used). A 0,15 probability threshold mark the transition from the medium class to the low class, 0,25 from the low class to the very low class (no dependence).

Data relative to territory socio-economic condition mainly come from Sea and Coastline National Observatory database managed by Soes. Tested variables can be divided in two groups: the ones representing current planning issues in territory and the ones representing the issues recently set-up in the territory which reflect future territory development. These indicators are mostly available at a municipal scale (unless otherwise specified). To report all the studied territory, which may concerned several municipalities, these indicators have been aggregated at the PPRL scale: sum for numbers, average and maximum of the considered municipalities for densities and percentages. The maximum may reflect the fact that the level of difficulties could be influenced by the discussions with only one municipalities.

8 In French these plans are called Plans de Prévention des Risques Littoraux (PPRL). We use here the term PPRL to talk about all risks prevention plans (PPR) including at least one coastal hazard among: coastal flooding, coastline recession and sand dunes migration. We use here the term PPRL to talk about all the area concerned by the development process even if after each municipality is concerned by a unique plan based on an analysis made on a larger territory.

9 Gestion Assistée des Procédures Administratives relatives aux Risques naturels et technologiques: Administrative procedures management relative to natural and technological risks

10 Variable from questionnaire. The level of encountered difficulties is according the state services only. It can be: No difficulties, Low difficulties, Difficulties, Many difficulties.

11 http://www.onml.fr/outil-de-cartographie/presentation-de-loutil/

4 Results from observation of the primary PPRL difficulties according to state services

4.1. A best knowledge of the primary PPRL

The PPRL inventory stresses plenty municipalities where the PPRL is in progress or in revising. Among these ones, half is concerned by a primary PPRL. Most of these studies are posterior to Xynthia storm. Indeed, among the 124 PPRL, 63 have been prescribed since 2010 et 58 included primary municipalities.

The questionnaire survey return rate is 48 %. 59 PPRL have been described. They are exclusively recent PPRL (none approved before 2010). This result shows the state services loss of memory about previous studies. The questionnaire survey return rate is 84 %, considering after 2004 prescribed PPR. The described PPRL are overall primary PPRL whose hazards studies are sufficiently advanced.

These 59 PPRL tackle very largely coastal flooding (98 % of them), but also coastline recession (60 %) and sand dunes migration (10 %). 58 % of them only tackle coastal hazards (42 % of all 124 PPR), the others also include another hazard, mainly floods from overflowing
rivers (often in estuaries). Their hazards studies were completed for 93% of them, or nearly completed for the others 7%, allowing the analysis of the hazards mapping process.

The stakeholders involved by the department in charge of PPRL development, DDTM and DEAL, vary from one PPRL to another. Municipalities are systematically involved. But others partners may also be associated according to local issues. Municipalities are the only stakeholders involved in 14% of cases. The others associated stakeholders are often public inter-municipality cooperation establishments (EPCI) (64%) and the county council (64%). May also be involved the chamber of agriculture (39%), the regional council (36%), associations (36%), emergency services (25%), public institutions (22%) and authorised water user associations (ASA) (12%).

The phasing of the prior studies to the development of the PPRL allows to study specifically the hazards studies. The level of difficulties associating stakeholders during hazards studies, according to the state services, are very various from one territory to another (figure 2). Territories with no difficulty are 12% of cases. In 46% of cases, the difficulties are low, in 22% there are difficulties and in 20% of cases many difficulties. This difficulties level is not geographically noticeable.

Figure 2. Encountered difficulties level by the state services during dialogue about coastal hazards mapping

The final acceptance level of hazards maps is linked to the level of difficulties encountered during stakeholders association. However, some complicated associations finally concluded with an acceptance of the maps by local stakeholders. 75% of the hazards maps are accepted. 25% are rejected according to the state services.

The subjects debates analysis shows that debates mainly focus on coastal flooding, first of all on the hypothesis of protection structure failures, then on the maritime event characterization, finally, and to a lesser extent, on flow spread. Comparing to the numbers of discussions about coastal flooding, a very low number of debates focus on coastline recession, despite a need of complementary analysis as strong as coastal floods.

The hazards characterization debates may start after the regulatory zoning, while the hazards maps first presentations didn’t generate any reactions. These reactions corroborate the regulatory impacts as the major reason to the difficulties cited by bibliography.

4.2 Well-known sources of difficulties and little-known levers

The survey of state services allowing to refine the knowledge of difficulties sources and also to understand the sources of an easier development. The analysis of the survey results and of the bibliography suggests to divide in two categories the factors which explain the difficulties level:

- the exogenous factors relative to the territory context (geographic and societal conditions),
- the endogenous factors relative to the procedure and its technical contents (technical hazards studies realisation and project management).

4.2.1 Exogenous factors

Territory context at the beginning of the PPRL development impacts its progress for several reasons. The limitation of urban and economic territorial development is the first reason cited to explain difficulties encountered by state services. The natural risks sectoral analysis, in the context of the PPR development, indeed doesn’t systematically coincide with territory planning reflections, often anterior to the PPRL development. In numerous cases, the territorial planning project must be reconsidered. Stronger is the territorial development, more the consequences may be significant; and more the territory is constraint (high land-pressure linked to land reserves available apart from flooding areas or others constraint areas), more the territorial planning project is hard to review [30]. Property depreciation (of building land and frame in areas concerned by the zoning) is also cited.

Hazards perception level, often evoked as « risk awareness » impacts the encountered difficulties level. It is generally correlated to recent major event occurrence or to recurring damages. The stakeholders of protected or non-damaged territories are said less « risk conscious ».

The principles of hazards mapping may also constitute a source of difficulties in some observed situations. Some mismatches about acceptable risk threshold lead to debates about the principles defining « reference hazard » (event intensity, prohibited construction behind levees inducing a systematic failure of the protection structures to elaborate the map...).
4.2.2 Endogenous factors

Endogenous factors relative to hazard mapping process concern on the one hand, the studies technical realisation, hazards studies at the first place, and on the other hand, the dialogue process during the PPRL development.

The studies complexity is the first source of difficulties cited by state services, equally over regulatory impacts. This complexity is often increased by limited technical capacity of municipalities and states services. Furthermore, scientific data uncertainties are hard to explain and to understand, and thus a source of debates.

The way the stakeholders are associated also impacts the difficulties level. State services report the positive effect of effort they made by pedagogy, by numbers of meetings and time devoted, by transparency. They also stress the effort the stakeholders made to actively participate to the studies realisation. On the opposite, they report the negative impact about the way they sometimes led the dialogue (schedule management difficulties, lack of municipal technical services association).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exogenous factors</th>
<th>Endogenous factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Territorial planning issues, future development and regulatory impact</td>
<td>Studies technical realisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Territorial challenges</td>
<td>- Studies complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Urban and economic future development</td>
<td>- Stakeholders technical capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Land-pressure</td>
<td>- Scientific uncertainties management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Property value</td>
<td>- Precautionary principle application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks and hazards perception</td>
<td>Project management and dialogue process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Risk notion</td>
<td>- Pedagogy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Natural event occurrence</td>
<td>- Schedule management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Presence of protection structures</td>
<td>- Transparency level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Acceptable risk notion and doctrine approval</td>
<td>- Stakeholders involvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Synthesis of major factors influencing difficulties level.

Types of encountered difficulties are thus not mainly specific to coastline. However some coastal specificities are identified. Tourist issues and coastal areas attractiveness are often stressed. These issues are close to other attractive areas subject to a high land-pressure. One of the specificities is the type of cooperation process, which stagnates the plan development and preliminary realises the hazards maps, opening discussions on this subject. But the main specificity is linked to the hazards nature and to a more complex study as a result of various hydro-sedimentary phenomena, their dynamics, and strong interactions between hazards. This necessitates for all stakeholders, included state services, an additional implication effort to understand and control this complexity.

4.3 Independence tests results

Results are synthesised in table 2.
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The present population charts some of current issues. Thus the link between the difficulties and population of all the concerned municipalities (not only population directly concerned by hazards) has been tested. However, Chi-square test doesn’t show any dependence between population density or inhabitants number and encountered difficulties. No link has been stressed between tourist density and encountered difficulties. No more difficulties are noted where municipalities are very urbanised. This result, contrary to initial hypothesis, may be explained by several ways. First of all, in the presence of a PPR, regulatory constraints are more important on new buildings. Thus, regulatory constraints introduced by the PPR are lower in urbanised areas. In absence of urbanization extension project, because of a low development or because extensions are not possible any more (very urbanised municipalities or constraint municipalities because of protected natural areas for instance), the little impact of the PPR on constructibility explains an absence of correlation. Property depreciation fear would have a minimal impact. Recent studies by the way confirm a non-systematic impact of the PPR on property value [38]. Then, this result may also be explained by the fact that more expanded discussions are possible with the most urbanised municipalities, because they often dispose of qualified technical services. These discussions allow to get adequate hazards knowledge or to identify credible planning alternatives. This hypothesis is consistent with Berk’s results [30] which show technical discussions impact. A negative correlation between the plans quality and the population density is stressed where hazards mitigation is optional whereas the correlation is positive where it is mandatory and where mitigation is based on comprehensive technical documentation. However, the present results should be qualified because considered population is the one of all concerned municipalities and is not the one in areas concerned by hazards, introducing a bias. The issues directly concerned by hazards were not possible to analyse in a national assessment. But we may assume that this bias is low because most of issues are currently located close to the sea, in the most attractive area during the last decades, more affected by coastal hazards. Indeed, most of the urbanised territory decreases moving away from the sea [39], although on the coasts, building...

### Table 2. Synthesis of correlations with the encountered difficulties level by state services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Significance Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum « Land-pressure » value (canton)²⁰</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>p=0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building lot price (2006-2013) (region)³¹</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>p=0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazards studies technical realisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal functioning analysis</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>p=0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal flooding mapping methodology</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>p=0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal flood study complexity²²</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>p=0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal flood study complexity²²</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>p=0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal recession knowledge reliability²³</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>p=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal flooding knowledge reliability²³</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>p=0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of levees</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>p=0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of protection structures</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>p=0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meanings number</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>p=0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studied territory surface²⁴</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>p=0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerned municipalities number</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>p=0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniority of the person in charge of the file</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>p=0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of the first discussions with the partner³¹</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>p=0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.1 Exogenous factors

The difficulties level encountered by state services during stakeholders association have been confronted to several variables relative to the socio-economic context of the territory concerned by the PPR. Thus, this context is potentially directly impacted by regulatory measures.

##### 5.1.1 Current stakes

One of the reasons cited by state services to explain the encountered difficulties is issues in areas concerned by hazards, in particular because of property depreciation fear or tourist issues. Three variables are tested to appreciate this issues: population, household income and vacation homes rate.

The present population charts some of current issues. Thus the link between the difficulties and population of all the concerned municipalities (not only population directly concerned by hazards) has been tested. However, Chi-square test doesn’t show any dependence between population density or inhabitants number and encountered difficulties. No link has been stressed between tourist density and encountered difficulties. No more difficulties are noted where municipalities are very urbanised. This result, contrary to initial hypothesis, may be explained by several ways. First of all, in the presence of a PPR, regulatory constraints are more important on new buildings. Thus, regulatory constraints introduced by the PPR are lower in urbanised areas. In absence of urbanization extension project, because of a low development or because extensions are not possible any more (very urbanised municipalities or constraint municipalities because of protected natural areas for instance), the little impact of the PPR on constructibility explains an absence of correlation. Property depreciation fear would have a minimal impact. Recent studies by the way confirm a non-systematic impact of the PPR on property value [38]. Then, this result may also be explained by the fact that more expanded discussions are possible with the most urbanised municipalities, because they often dispose of qualified technical services. These discussions allow to get adequate hazards knowledge or to identify credible planning alternatives. This hypothesis is consistent with Berk’s results [30] which show technical discussions impact. A negative correlation between the plans quality and the population density is stressed where hazards mitigation is optional whereas the correlation is positive where it is mandatory and where mitigation is based on comprehensive technical documentation. However, the present results should be qualified because considered population is the one of all concerned municipalities and is not the one in areas concerned by hazards, introducing a bias. The issues directly concerned by hazards were not possible to analyse in a national assessment. But we may assume that this bias is low because most of issues are currently located close to the sea, in the most attractive area during the last decades, more affected by coastal hazards. Indeed, most of the urbanised territory decreases moving away from the sea [39], although on the coasts, building...
areas mainly expanded from former villages generally located out of areas concerned by coastal hazards.

The household income informs on type of population. No link has been shown between this variable and the encountered difficulties. A correlation with the household income, linked to medium home value, could have been explained by a property depreciation fear. The absence of correlation confirms a little influence of this fear. Furthermore it may be assumed that a densification impossibility is wished by the prosperous population, compensating the property depreciation fear, even sometimes surpassing it\textsuperscript{26}.

The vacation homes rate is also a particular issue in coastal municipalities. A high correlation probability has been determined between the difficulties level and vacation homes rate in all municipalities concerned by PPRL (p=0.026 et p=0.016). Vacation homes rate is the only current type of issues for which a correlation has been brought to light with the difficulties level. This result may be explained by the fact that hazards perception is lower in municipalities with a high vacation homes rate because a part of the population is present only a part of the year, mostly in the summer period. It may also be explained by the fact that a vacation homes may also have a financial investment vocation or may be the object of a stronger attachment than the principal living accommodation\textsuperscript{40}. Temporary residents capacity to mobilize (association regrouping, legal support...) is also generally important. We also note that municipalities concerned by a high vacation homes rate are additionally the most attractive (correlation with migratory balance) which is presumably the most impacting factor (see under).

5.1.2 Territorial development

We assume that a PPR development, altering all or part of the municipality development, is a source of difficulties, as the survey and the bibliography strongly highlight it. Several indicators depicting recent implanted issues and showing territory development and land-pressure have been exploited.

Chi-square tests bring to light a dependence between encountered difficulties and the maximum migratory balance among concerned municipalities (p=0.06), the maximum building density among concerned municipalities (p=0.025), the maximum artificial territory rate among concerned cantons (p=0.08), the « land-pressure » (canton) (p=0.09) and the building lot price (region) (p=0.17). On the opposite, it shows no dependence with the recent building surface.

These underlined dependences confirm the hypothesis that the difficulties level is correlated to the territory development and its land-pressure. They strengthen the results of previous quantitative analysis\textsuperscript{30, 32}. The fact that dependences are mainly underlined with the municipality with the highest development shows that the encountered difficulties with only one municipality influence the all PPRL development. More attractive are the municipalities, and therefore their development is important, higher is the probability to alter all or part of the future expected development. One of the stronger issue is the building land freezing. The loss of constructibility, and property depreciation, generate difficulties during PPR development. The recent building surface is an indicator depicting part of current issues but also dynamic of building. It has also been tested but the test result is not significant. However, if a strong building density testifies of probable absence of large spaces devoted to future development, and therefore of a certain land-pressure level limiting territorial projects room for manoeuvre. A large building surface doesn’t necessary indicate the absence of building areas, which may be out of areas concerned by hazards. Thus the building surface is less relevant than building density, explaining the positive correlation positive with one indicator but not the second.

5.1.3 Hazards and risks perception

Indicators depicting risks and hazards perception are not numerous. The protection structures presence (levees and dunes) may give an impression of security neutralising flooding effects during the most frequent high water level. Chi-square test shows a very strong correlation between protection structures presence and encountered difficulties (p=0.002). The structures presence breaks the link between sea and territory for frequent event and makes the plausibility of flooding occurrence less perceptible. The presence of these structures makes discussions about on failure hypothesis difficult, in particular where they appear in good conditions, often extending the debates on acceptable risk notion. An in-depth analysis of the perception could only repose on a survey. This type of analysis has already shown the influence of perceived risk on planning in the absence of any regulation\textsuperscript{30}.

5.2 Endogenous factors

5.2.1 Hazards studies technical realisation

The hazards studies technical complexity is the most frequent reason cited by state services, equality to regulatory impact, to explain the difficulties level. Chi-square test shows a high dependence probability (p=0.019) between encountered difficulties and technical complexity of the coastline recession study and to a lesser extend with coastal flooding technical study (p=0.09). Other factors, depicting complexity level, have been identified by the survey. Thus, Chi-square test shows a correlation probability between encountered difficulties and estimated coastal flooding knowledge reliability (p=0.13), between encountered difficulties and coastal
flooding mapping methodology (p=0.024), or with the protection structures presence (levees and dunes) (p=0.002) and with coastal functioning analysis made prior to hazards mapping (p=0.016).

We logically explain a dependence between hazards studies technical complexity and encountered difficulties. It is linked to the necessity to adapt the method to territory. Indeed there is not a unique hazards mapping method but rather an analysis logic which determines the major physical phenomena and therefore the methodology to apply. In order to properly take into account specific phenomena of the territory or the change of some phenomena inside this territory, the method must be adapted. When the method must strongly be complexified in order to adapt to the territory, the multiplication of encountered difficulties may be explained by:

- multiplication of possible discussion points because of additional tools integration (formulas, model...) and more numerous uncertainties,
- a more difficult methodologies and results appropriation, when studies are complex for all stakeholders, included state services.

The analysis highlights that the difficulties level is lower where the sea level has been projected on topography to characterize coastal flooding compared using numeric modelling. This link may be explained by the fact that a complex mapping method is more difficult to appropriate but also that numerous parameters, which needed to be adjusted, are all potential debates subjects (sea level, amount of water brought by waves, way that built, channels, floodgates, have been taken into account etc.). Similarly, protection structures presence, fallible by principle in a PPR, needs to determinate hypothesis about their failures. This principle however remains hard to translate through numerous hypothesis on failure process: general ruin or breach, breach width, bottom level, localisation, moment of failure, failure mode, etc. These hypothesis, which are often controversial subject, involve an arbitrary part, linked to fallibility principle which is not always accepted. Indeed, two visions face concerning the way to manage the territory linked to two forms of responsibility, one aiming to limit damages limiting stakes exposure and another aiming to protect from hazards by technical solutions [41].

The analysis shows that a low estimated knowledge reliability about coastal flooding hazards studies, with a high uncertainties level, generates several discussions. That comes, on the one hand, from necessity to bring a lot of pieces of information to fill existing knowledge gap and, on the other hand, from a bigger weight decision-making when pieces of knowledge are missing. The application of precautionary principle might end potential discussions but very constraining measures application based on unreliable informations may be locally refused, because of social consequences considered as too important [42].

These factors of complexity initiating difficulties could be balanced by hazards studies management. Indeed, the holding of a prior phase to hazards mapping process, the coastal hydro-sedimentary functioning analysis, minimises the encountered difficulties level thanks to a shared diagnosis of territorial physical functioning, of territory changes linked to major events, and thanks to natural phenomena appropriation by all stakeholders.

5.2.2 Hazards studies management and dialogue

The survey stresses the impact of hazards studies project management on encountered difficulties. Several factors depicting the project management have been tested.

Chi-square tests show a dependence of encountered difficulties with the number of municipalities (p=0.17) and the number of meetings (p=0.005). This result shows encountered difficulties when a big number of partners are brought together in a same committal. The low correlation is also explained by the frequent choice of holding bilateral meetings with municipalities instead of one unique committee. On the opposite to the initial hypothesis which estimated that difficulties would be lower when the meetings were more numerous, because of longer extended debates, the analysis shows that less meetings held when the difficulties level is low. The numerous meetings are mainly a consequence of a tough mapping process rather than an advance strategy.

Chi-square tests don’t show any dependence of encountered difficulties with the time of the first discussions with the partners or seniority of the person in charge of the file. The time of the first discussions doesn’t seem to be a predominant factor on difficulties level, contrary to the initial hypothesis, estimating that a late information limits acceptability [14] and that earlier start the discussions, longer the exchanges duration is. The discussions may indeed possibly extend in time. Seniority of the person in charge of the file, which may have an impact to the to way of PPR development management, is not also a predominant factor.

6 A hazards mapping process marked by non-technical factors

6.1 A link between hazards representation and the personal experience

The survey stresses the disparity between discussions on coastline recession and discussions on coastal flooding, which is the main topic of debates subject between stakeholders. The coastline recession method of characterisation, which is simpler, and the small size of areas in recession, may explain this result. It may also be explained by erosion visible tracks on the territory, because of progressive coastline recession. The extrapolation of historical observations makes the fact
that the mapped hazard comes true plausible\(^{29}\). The knowledge of historical events is probably the best flooding risk awareness because of their strong impact on flooding representation on a territory. The historical analysis stage is useful to connect hazards to territory history, or to the personal experience of the stakeholders \([16, 44]\). The ignorance of these events or the coastal flooding rarity thanks to protection structures are inversely additional obstacles for stakeholders to get a low-probability hazard representation. The historical analysis, and more generally the coastal hydro-sedimentary functioning analysis \([45, 46]\) makes visible local information and crosses territorial data and knowledge. This analysis allows notably to confront all stakeholders knowledge, common knowledge, linked to a familiarity with the territory, and expert knowledge, which is theoretical and applied to the territory during the study. The local knowledge supplies this application and validates the theoretical analysis. If the quality of the study depends on these discussions, a similar hazards perception of the all stakeholders and the appropriation of the study results also depend on it. We thus understand all the importance of this phase which is useful, beyond technical aspects, to defuse some future difficulties linked to hazards and risks perception.

6.2 Partly predictable difficulties

The difficulties level is more predictable than the hazards maps final acceptance because numerous means allow to reach a maps acceptance, and in some cases a consensus\(^{30}\), despite encountered difficulties. The correlations analysis has shown that the territorial planning and the development context allow a first estimation of potential difficulties. The coastal geographical and physical context is useful to complete this estimation analysing the complexity of phenomena which must be take into account during hazards characterisation. This second analysis is mostly done during the coastal hydro-sedimentary functioning analysis, which defines the more appropriate methodology to map hazards.

6.3 Little discussed risk prevention principles

To reach a consensus about hazards maps necessitates the adherence of all stakeholders to a same acceptable risk threshold, that is to say an agreement about the State doctrine which is translated by the definition principles of « reference hazard ». The acceptable risk threshold however remains an « ambiguous » notion \([11]\) but only debates may reflect an adherence to a same risk threshold. «The risk policy [must] be criticised, discussed, confirmed by the concerned population, in a word “appropriated”» \([12]\). The adherence of stakeholders to the risk prevention doctrine can’t be checked with a lack of discussion, particularly frequent when the constraints imposed by the PPRl are low. It is surprising to observe that doctrine principles and conventions are little directly debated. Tense discussions during the hazards mapping process not concerning the hazard characterisation method or, on the contrary, discussions searching for knowledge limits and controversies in order to unsettlepurposed hypothesis could be the clue of an adherence absence.

6.4 A knowledge stabilisation thanks to a technical debate

A technical debate on hazards maps allows an appropriate local implementation of scientific knowledge, in addition to a discussion of prevention policy. A satisfactory hazards map is compatible with local knowledge which is useful to improve it. Mapping process is iterative, supplied by stakeholders remarks, their studies, data... This technical debate is based on a capacity to create a favourable discussion space leading to constructive exchanges. To obtain this discussion space is however not simple. It demands a dialogue management know-how. It is not always easy to theorise and identify what is useful to get it. It is often easier to identify errors to avoid: to keep a technical credibility, not give the impression of a “false” dialogue... To obtain this discussion space, the natural coastal phenomena analysis allows the initiation of discussions, the establishment of a common language. This discussions are free from major issues since anterior to the start of hazards mapping process. An exchange process begins allowing to mix in a unique place the local and expert knowledge. This « translation » process \([47-49]\) stabilises knowledge. These technical discussions continue during the mapping process according to the implemented exchange process. The discussions are however not simple and could be conflictual. This debate\(^{31}\) is necessary to reach a stable consensus about the study results and territorial hazards representations.
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